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Because when it comes 
to footbath preparation,

nobody’s perfect.

Footbath dosing system minimizes 
 human error and labor associated
with mixing chemicals for footbaths

Delivers a precise, accurate quantity 
 of pre-mixed footbath solution at 
the touch of a button

Easy to program and customize for  
your dairy operation

•  Hoof Health Solutions
•  Udder Health Solutions
•  Milk House Chemicals
•  Hay and Feed Preservatives
•  Concentrates for Blending

 

The perfect
footbath

starts here.
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Flexible and programmable.

The AgroChem Footbath Dosing System can be 
easily programmed for use with two di�erent 
products, each with its own pump, to meet your 
dairy’s unique hoof care needs. Products can be 
used separately or as part of a rotation program – 
the choice is yours.

For producers wanting 
results without heavy 
metals or formaldehyde:

 •  HEALMAX® is the revolutionary footbath
       concentrate that stands alone in its ability to 
       quickly control outbreaks of digital dermatitis

 •  Patented formula is safer than formaldehyde       
       for humans and animals 

 •  Gets cows back on track fast with visible results 
       beginning in approximately one week

 • Remains e�ective in both hot and cold weather

 •  Ideal for herds with digital dermatitis issues

For producers looking 
to cut copper usage:

 • DURAHOOF Footbath Concentrate helps   
      reduce copper sulfate usage and lower the
      cost of your footbath programs

    • Penetrating cleaning agents enable copper 
      to work where it’s needed most, even in 
      the presence of organic matter

    • Ensures proper chemistry for the duration  
      of the footbath

    • Promotes hoof hardness

    • Allows more successful cow passes 
      with less copper 

Once you’ve loaded the 
chemicals, hooked up to 
the water source, and 
selected your program, 
just press the START 
button on the control panel. 
The AgroChem Footbath 
Dosing System does the rest!

Easy to use!

Start seeing better results 
in your footbath, today.

Contact your AgroChem
representative or call 
(518) 226-4850 today.The AgroChem Footbath 

Dosing System minimizes 
human error




